TDA Usage with Reachstackers and RTGs

To take advantage of the TDA area, the container location hardware, and reduce congestion.

With the addition of the RTGs to the stack operation, the TDA dispatch operation will be expanded to include delivery of containers using the large and fast RTG cranes.

These RTG cranes hold the promise of delivering containers to the trucks three times faster than the reachstackers, because of less container shifting, faster handling speeds, and faster gantry speeds.

For more information on this year’s changes at Landers Terminal, please refer to all five educational flyers in distribution:

1. Stack striping
2. RTG assembly
3. TDA construction
4. TDA usage with reachstackers
5. TDA usage with reachstackers and RTGs

For more information: landersstackingproject@nscorp.com
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